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Moulding Light Fittings and pipes

Between Sunday sessions, the web page and other tips and tricks, there has been quite a bit
of coverage of LED lighting in general and of those techniques in particular that make LED
light look like non LED sourced light. It would be churlish not to add our 2d worth to this
conversation!
Firstly and most simply, filaments. There are transparent and translucent filaments
available, particularly in ABS, and these can be used as ‘light pipes’ to carry light from a
hidden source to where it is to be displayed. This could be inside a vehicle, be it a coach or a
lorry, (headlights, sidelights, running lights, emergency flashers) lamp-posts, station lights ,
building lights etc etc. Filaments come in 1.75mm and 3mm diameter and can be had in
lengths as short as 10m, ( look for samples, they might even be free!) A wee heat with
soldering iron, hot air gun, or in extremis, a lighter, will make the filament soft enough to
bend or squish onto a LED. Simply melting and bending L shapes will make somelamp-posts
that will be very convincing once they’re painted.
Then we can actually print objects in translucent filament. The trick is to paint over the
translucency so that light only emerges where you want it to. Imagine an n-guage bus printed
in clear plastic and sitting on top of a LED that comes on with the dusk. Red paint over the
body work of the bus, but with the lights and windows masked off, will give a nice effect.
At a lower temperature than 3DP filament, glue-gun gluesticks are essentially a mouldable,
flowable and translucent medium, but one that ‘works’ at a lower temperature than 3DP
filaments. This means that we can make moulds from 3DP filament in the printer. Whilst
these can be for translucent light ‘fittings’ they could also be for any item that you’d like to
produce at home in numbers.
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Indeed we do not even need to have a 3D printer to mould soft plastics. Various Youtube
videos show how to mould using silicone sealant (bathroom sealant) mixed with cornflour to
craft simple impression moulds. I particularly like those by youtube contributor Big Clive,
but then I find a lot of his stuff both entertaining and informative.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyOGSQpdjJI&t=15s
If you are interested in exploring any of these topics, just let me know, or bring it up at a
Sunday zoom session. There are good ideas sparking off there every week.

In the mean time stay safe and well.

Chic
(chic@computer.org )
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